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quinnat takes the hook freely in ramento about sixteen. 1 ndi vidu-al- s flesh of the quinnat in either spring breeding habits as the dog salmon, very small, which fact was gener- 1879, etc.) is well attested and at
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weighing from forty to sixty or fall is rarely pale. In the is more valuable, as it is found Jn ally attributed by the Indians to present unexplained. Stray indi
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and at a distance of six or eight pounds are frequently found in both Columbia, a few with pale flesh Puget-sounfor a considerable the birth of twins at Neah hay.
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In regard to the diminution of years. This species has a distinct
miles out. "We have reason to be- rivers, and some as high as eighty are sometimes taken in spring, time before the fall rains cause the
lieve that these two species do not pounds are reported. It is ques- and a good many in the fall. In fall runs, and it may be takeu in the number of salmon on the coast. "run," in the United States, only QPILES.
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they were spawned.
Those which are older but have, are white meated. In the spring great size and abundance is more dence of this. In the Columbia and in the Sacramento.
and the dog sal- for some reason, failed to spawn; very few are white meated, but valuable than all other fishes on our river the evidence appears some- The blue-bacA cough, cold or sore throat should be
mon probably seek deeper water, or (c.) Those which have surviv- the number increases towards fall, Pacific coast together. The blue-bac- what conflictinir; the catch during: stopped.
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nat salmon and nearly all the blue-bac- k fall and so many have survived color is dependent neither on age but especially the dog salmon, other hand, the high water of the physicians, and
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rank among the few staple A FISHERMAN'S CLOTHING
of the age. Sold at 25 cents a
generally the last of March; it lasts, in the spring, continue their ascent no market for canned salmon not to be in great anxiety to find fresh salmon which would otherwise remedies
everywhere.
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with various modifications and in- until death or the spawning season of the conventional orange color. water and many of them work have run in the fall. Moreover, it
Warranty dee.-!- quitclaim deeds Next to G. "W. Hume's grocery store.
until the actual overtakes them. Probably none
terruptions,
F. HOUSEMAN', Agsct
As the season advances, the dif their way up littleJjrooks only a is urged that a few years ago when and mortgages, for saiu at this office.
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